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 by Joel Olives   

Heidi's Bier Bar 

"A Beer Haven"

If beer makes your world go round then a visit to Heidi's Bier Bar comes

highly recommended for you. Usually frequented by an younger clientele,

visitors and locals alike, this bar is perfect for partying with your friends.

The place has several beers on tap; from locally brewed ones to

international brews, you suggest them your taste preferences and their

friendly bartenders are sure to introduce you with a beer that will make

your palate sing. To complement those perfect beers, Heidi's Bier Bar has

a creative menu that dictates local specialties.

 +45 29 57 9803  www.heidisbierbar.dk/  bh@heidisbierbar.dk  Vestergade 18, Copenhagen

 by Marler   

Billy Booze 

"Discount Bar"

Located in a city where drinks can be pricey, the Billy Booze offers pints

and shots and a great discount. The bar is located near the Town Hall,

right in the center of Copenhagen, stays open late into the night and sees

quite a crowd of college students. If you are in the mood for some cheap

alcohol and dancing along to the beats of a DJ on a spacious dance floor,

come to this place and dance the night away.

 +45 3312 2526  www.billybooze.dk/  billy@billybooze.dk  Kattesundet 6, Copenhagen

 by geishaboy500   

Zefside 

"Solid Party Scene"

This trendy basement lounge has quickly gained popularity in København

K. The trendy, vibrant and lively night haunt is tucked away on

Frederiksholms Kanal. Best known for the stellar range of creative

cocktails the bar here conjures, Zefside has all the factors that make for a

great night - sensational libations, great music (some of the best DJs spin

here) and an awesome ambiance. The crowd is a great mix of young and

old, formal and informal, tourists and locals, and so forth. Post 11p, the

dance floor is usually taken over by the hep crowd that just cant stop at

tapping their feet to the superb music, there are also many loungers, so

that the non-dancers don't feel out of place. Open from Thursdays to

Saturdays, till 4a, Zefside is where the party's at!

 +45 2846 8987  www.zefside.dk/  info@zefside.dk  Frederiksholms Kanal 4,

Copenhagen
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 by loustejskal.com   

Ruby 

"Zingy Cocktails"

Bustling with zest and zing in the hinterland of Copenhagen, Ruby is a

lively cocktail bar. Dabbling with fresh fruits and exotic liqueurs, the

cocktails will leave a tingle in your mouth and make you crave more.

Inviting groups to their special sessions, it provides customers with the

opportunity to learn about their favorite drinks. Other events like cocktail

competitions are also another reason why this place is a must-visit for

some fun and drinks. For further information, log on to their website.

 +45 3393 1203  www.rby.dk/  thisbetterbegood@rby.dk  Nybrogade 10, Copenhagen

 by Pexels   

Oak Room 

"Cocktail Lounge"

Fiery red lighting and a stylish decor greets you at this chic cocktail spot

in Norrebro. Comfy, low black banquettes adorn the long, narrow space

with the bar at the center. Stylish wooden bar stools punctuate the long

counter. While the drinks list offers a selection of wine and beer, the

cocktails are a star of the show. The choice is extensive with classics like

Sidecar and Kennedy Manhattan rubbing shoulders with the signature

creations like the Devil's Nephew and Blomkvist. The atmosphere is lively

and encourages conversation as you sip on your concoction. Check

website for more.

 +45 3860 3860  oakroom.dk/  info@oakroom.dk  Birkegade 10, Copenhagen
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